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first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70 an eye opening exploration of the medical origins of
gender in modern us history today a world without gender is hard to imagine gender is at the center of
contentious political and social debates shapes policy decisions and informs our everyday lives its
formulation however is lesser known gender was first used in clinical practice this book tells the story
of the invention of gender in american medicine detailing how it was shaped by mid twentieth century
american notions of culture personality and social engineering sandra eder shows how the concept of gender
transformed from a pragmatic tool in the sex assignment of children with intersex traits in the 1950s to
an essential category in clinics for transgender individuals in the 1960s following gender outside the
clinic she reconstructs the variable ways feminists integrated gender into their theories and practices in
the 1970s the process by which ideas about gender became medicalized enforced and popularized was messy
and the route by which gender came to be understood and applied through the treatment of patients with
intersex traits was fraught and contested in historicizing the emergence of the sex gender binary eder
reveals the role of medical practice in developing a transformative idea and the interdependence between
practice and wider social norms that inform the attitudes of physicians and researchers she shows that
ideas like gender can take on a life of their own and may be used to question the normative perceptions
they were based on illuminating and deeply researched the book closes a notable gap in the history of
gender and will inspire current debates on the relationship between social norms and medical practice once
the rarified stuff of scientists and statisticians data are now at the heart of our global digital economy
transforming everything from how we perceive the value of a professional athlete to the intelligence
gathering activities of governments we are told that the right data can turn an election help predict
crime improve our businesses our health and our capacity to make decisions beginning with a simple
question how do most people encounter and experience data nathaniel tkacz sets out on a path at odds with
much of the contemporary discussion about data when we encounter data he contends it is often in highly
routinised ways through formatted displays and for specific cognitive tasks what data are and can do is
largely a matter of how they are formatted to understand our datafied societies we need to turn our
attention to data s formats and the powers of formatting this book offers an account of one such format
the dashboard from their first appearance with the horse and carriage tkacz guides readers on the
historical development of this format through analyses of car dashboards early managerial dashboards and
the gradual emergence of dashboards as a computer display technology tkacz shows how today s digital
dashboards came to be and how their cultural history conditions the present highly original and wide
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ranging this book will change how you think about data although little known today raymond ruyer was a
post world war ii french philosopher whose works and ideas were significant influences on major thinkers
including deleuze guattari and simondon with the publication of this translation of neofinalism considered
by many to be ruyer s magnum opus english language readers can see at last how this seminal mind allied
philosophy with science unfazed by the idea of philosophy ending where science began ruyer elaborated a
singular nearly unclassifiable metaphysics and reactivated philosophy s capacity to reflect on its
canonical questions what exists how are we to account for life what is the status of subjectivity and how
is freedom possible ha neofinalism offers a systematic and lucidly argued treatise that deploys the
innovative concepts of self survey form and absolute surface to shape a theory of the virtual and the
transspatial it also makes a compelling plea for a renewed appreciation of the creative activity that
organizes spatiotemporal structures and makes possible the emergence of real beings in a dynamic universe
the biographical dictionary of psychology provides biographical information and critical analysis of the
influences and reception of over 500 people who have made a significant contribution to the field of
psychology written by an international team of contributors this volume charts the development of the
practice of psychology worldwide from its emergence in the 1850s up to the present day biographies range
from important historical figures to those who have had a more recent impact on the field including chris
argyris donald broadbent kay deaux leon festinger sigmund freud erich fromm francis galton eleanor gibson
doreen kimur ulric neisser jean piaget herbert a simon b f skinner amos tversky entries are alphabetically
organized and similarly structured for ease of access and allowing comparison of information introductory
biographical details cover main fields of interest nationality principal appointments honours and places
and dates of birth and death this is followed by full bibliographic details of principal publications as
well as secondary and critical literature which provide a useful route into further research following on
from there is an invaluable critical appraisal of the major achievements influences and reception of the
psychologists themselves thorough indexing allows the reader to access information by american
psychological association subject division key concepts name and institution includes entries for maps and
atlases intended to present short biographical statements on several hundred deceased psychologists and
individuals from other fields who had made a contribution to the development of psychology from antiquity
to the present contains approximately 1200 entries alphabetical arrangement by names entries give personal
educational professional information references to biographies and brief discussion miscellaneous
appendixes beginning with 1953 entries for motion pictures and filmstrips music and phonorecords form
separate parts of the library of congress catalogue entries for maps and atlases were issued separately
1953 1955
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first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70
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an eye opening exploration of the medical origins of gender in modern us history today a world without
gender is hard to imagine gender is at the center of contentious political and social debates shapes
policy decisions and informs our everyday lives its formulation however is lesser known gender was first
used in clinical practice this book tells the story of the invention of gender in american medicine
detailing how it was shaped by mid twentieth century american notions of culture personality and social
engineering sandra eder shows how the concept of gender transformed from a pragmatic tool in the sex
assignment of children with intersex traits in the 1950s to an essential category in clinics for
transgender individuals in the 1960s following gender outside the clinic she reconstructs the variable
ways feminists integrated gender into their theories and practices in the 1970s the process by which ideas
about gender became medicalized enforced and popularized was messy and the route by which gender came to
be understood and applied through the treatment of patients with intersex traits was fraught and contested
in historicizing the emergence of the sex gender binary eder reveals the role of medical practice in
developing a transformative idea and the interdependence between practice and wider social norms that
inform the attitudes of physicians and researchers she shows that ideas like gender can take on a life of
their own and may be used to question the normative perceptions they were based on illuminating and deeply
researched the book closes a notable gap in the history of gender and will inspire current debates on the
relationship between social norms and medical practice
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once the rarified stuff of scientists and statisticians data are now at the heart of our global digital
economy transforming everything from how we perceive the value of a professional athlete to the
intelligence gathering activities of governments we are told that the right data can turn an election help
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predict crime improve our businesses our health and our capacity to make decisions beginning with a simple
question how do most people encounter and experience data nathaniel tkacz sets out on a path at odds with
much of the contemporary discussion about data when we encounter data he contends it is often in highly
routinised ways through formatted displays and for specific cognitive tasks what data are and can do is
largely a matter of how they are formatted to understand our datafied societies we need to turn our
attention to data s formats and the powers of formatting this book offers an account of one such format
the dashboard from their first appearance with the horse and carriage tkacz guides readers on the
historical development of this format through analyses of car dashboards early managerial dashboards and
the gradual emergence of dashboards as a computer display technology tkacz shows how today s digital
dashboards came to be and how their cultural history conditions the present highly original and wide
ranging this book will change how you think about data
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although little known today raymond ruyer was a post world war ii french philosopher whose works and ideas
were significant influences on major thinkers including deleuze guattari and simondon with the publication
of this translation of neofinalism considered by many to be ruyer s magnum opus english language readers
can see at last how this seminal mind allied philosophy with science unfazed by the idea of philosophy
ending where science began ruyer elaborated a singular nearly unclassifiable metaphysics and reactivated
philosophy s capacity to reflect on its canonical questions what exists how are we to account for life
what is the status of subjectivity and how is freedom possible ha neofinalism offers a systematic and
lucidly argued treatise that deploys the innovative concepts of self survey form and absolute surface to
shape a theory of the virtual and the transspatial it also makes a compelling plea for a renewed
appreciation of the creative activity that organizes spatiotemporal structures and makes possible the
emergence of real beings in a dynamic universe
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the biographical dictionary of psychology provides biographical information and critical analysis of the
influences and reception of over 500 people who have made a significant contribution to the field of
psychology written by an international team of contributors this volume charts the development of the
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practice of psychology worldwide from its emergence in the 1850s up to the present day biographies range
from important historical figures to those who have had a more recent impact on the field including chris
argyris donald broadbent kay deaux leon festinger sigmund freud erich fromm francis galton eleanor gibson
doreen kimur ulric neisser jean piaget herbert a simon b f skinner amos tversky entries are alphabetically
organized and similarly structured for ease of access and allowing comparison of information introductory
biographical details cover main fields of interest nationality principal appointments honours and places
and dates of birth and death this is followed by full bibliographic details of principal publications as
well as secondary and critical literature which provide a useful route into further research following on
from there is an invaluable critical appraisal of the major achievements influences and reception of the
psychologists themselves thorough indexing allows the reader to access information by american
psychological association subject division key concepts name and institution
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includes entries for maps and atlases
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intended to present short biographical statements on several hundred deceased psychologists and
individuals from other fields who had made a contribution to the development of psychology from antiquity
to the present contains approximately 1200 entries alphabetical arrangement by names entries give personal
educational professional information references to biographies and brief discussion miscellaneous
appendixes
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beginning with 1953 entries for motion pictures and filmstrips music and phonorecords form separate parts
of the library of congress catalogue entries for maps and atlases were issued separately 1953 1955
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